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Until a few 
years ago only 
two chains in 
the world:

PTB and NRC

Needs about 
one year and 
four people to 
do one 
measurement 
at a new 
frequency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canada was the only country having developed a full frequency chain.Why? Because it may take up to two years to take a measurement.We are the most tenacious metrologists of the world.



Spectroscopy with frequency combs

Mode locking a laser:
Build a laser cavity that is low-loss for intense pulses, but high-loss for low-
intensity continuous beam.

Solution: Intracavity saturable absorber, or Kerr lensing (passive mode-locking)

• Intensity-dependent refractive index: n = n0 + nKerrI
• Gaussian transverse intensity profile leads to a refractive indexgradient,

resembling a lens



Laser running on multiple modes – a pulsed laser
For lasers with 30 cm long caity:
HeNe, 1,5 GHz bandwidth – 3 modes
Ti:Sapphire, 128 THz bandwidth – 250 000 modes



Fourier principle for short pulses:

Time domain: short pulse

Spectral domain: wide spectrum

Frequency comb principle

Time domain: pulse train

Spectral domain: comb-like
spectrum, many narrow-band,
well-defined frequencies



Frequency comb principle

Two rf frequencies determine
the entire spectrum

f = nfrep + fCEO , tested to 10-19 level

Stabilization of frep

Both frep and fCEO are in the radio – frequency
domain, can be detected using RF 
electronics

Measuring frep is starightforward - counting



Detection of fCEO

Measuring fCEO requires production of a beat 
signal between a high-frequency comb mode
and the SHG of a low-frequency comb mode.

Supercontinuum generation
f:2f interferometer



Detection of fCEO
Beat note measurement

• The f-to-2f interferometer output is used in a feedback loop
• The AOM controls the pump power to stabilize fCEO



Scanning of frep

Linear cavity required for long-range
scanning

Multiple reflections on a single mirror 
to increase scan range

Scan range determined by:
• Cavity stability range
• Alignment sensitivity

The frequency of a laser can be directly
determined by beating it with the nearest
frequency comb mode.

Frequency of the laser:
flaser = nfrep + fCEO ± fbeat

Spectroscopy laser



Let’s assume we want flaser= 375,000,070 MHz

Frequency of the laser measured by the wavemeter (to within frep/2) :
flaser/wavemeter ≈ nfrep + fCEO ± fbeat

n =[ flaser/wavemeter − fCEO ± fbeat
frep

]

fCEO = 40 MHz ; frep = 125 MHz ; fbeat = +30 MHz

eg. flaser/wavemeter,1 = 375,000,130 MHz (+60 MHz)
flaser/wavemeter,2 = 375,000,010 MHz (-60 MHz)
flaser/wavemeter,3 = 375,000,140 MHz (+70 MHz)
flaser/wavemeter,4 = 375,000,000 MHz (-70 MHz

n1= [375000130− 40−30
125

] = [3000000.48] = n2 = [2999999.52] = 3000000

flaser,1/2= (3000000*125+40 + 30) MHz = 375,000,070 MHz ≈ 799.4432 nm

but: n3 = [3000000.56] = 3000001 ; n4 = [2999999.44] =2999999

flaser,3= 375,000,195 MHz ; flaser,4= 375,999,945 MHz

Spectroscopy laser frequency determination



Spectroscopy laser frequency determination
without wavemeter

For 𝛿𝛿𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 ≈ 1 kHz, 𝛿𝛿𝑁𝑁 ≈ 30

1. Change repetition rate by small amount (the same tooth)

2. Change repetition rate by large amount ( scan over m teeth)



N spectroscopy lasers



Spectroscopy for time standards



Astrocombs



Laser cooling with frequency combs

„single - photon”

„two - photon”



Direct spectroscopy

CRDS with frequency combs



Direct spectroscopy
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